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Assignment Scope and Deliverables

äThe Treasury of the Government of New Zealand has retained PA Consulting Group (PA) 
to comment on the future business strategies available to Air New Zealand (ANZ).  
Specifically, The Government’s Terms of Reference specified that PA should comment 
on the commercial risks, benefits and consequences of two options:

l ANZ selling its shareholding in Ansett to Singapore Airlines (SIA)
l ANZ continuing to own 100% of Ansett, under different scenarios of market 

competition in the Australian domestic market

äThe Government and PA agreed that PA’s report should incorporate the following

l Assessment of Air New Zealand profitability and long-term sustainability 
– is ANZ growth strategy critical to its long-term profitability?
– is Ansett ownership the best (and only) growth opportunity available to ANZ?
– what are the potential impact on New Zealand business, trade and tourism?

l Include considerations driven by the specific identity of a foreign airline bidder
l Comment on ANZ stated strategy with specific views toward risks and benefits

Supporting analyses is contained in separate appendices to this document



Summary of Findings
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PA’s Findings

How We Got Here - The Implications of Air New Zealand’s Acquisition of Ansett

Where We Are, and Where We Are Not - Air New Zealand’s Current Condition

Why We Cannot Go Back - Unscrambling Eggs

What We Can Do - Air New Zealand’s Strategic Options

Which Option Is Best for the New Zealand Economy

How We Can Implement the Best Option - Public Interest Package

Timing Considerations
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How We Got Here - the Ansett Acquisition Ledger

While acquisition of Ansett in 1999-2000 was an important -- albeit expensive -- strategic 
move for Air New Zealand, a lack of focused leadership during the pre-Toomey regime 
delayed the synergistic integration of the two airlines.  Accordingly, Air New Zealand:

l has not realized the cost savings (NZ$188 million annually for 3 years) expected from 
rapid consolidation of administrative and operational activities

l has not extracted the revenue improvements (up to NZ$200 million annually) 
expected from Ansett’s position in the Australian market

l has not been effective in reaching through Ansett and pulling in STAR Alliance traffic 
(NZ$    million compared to an expected NZ$     million)

l has lost valuable time in the race to re-fleet and rationalise its asset base.

Yet, the airline has borne the cost of the acquisition (debt service, opportunity costs) as 
well as had to face adverse market conditions (destructive competition, fuel, forex)

The total shortfall in opportunity here is more than NZ$     million annually.
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ANZ is Caught in a Squeeze Play

ANZ’s new management team is in place with a strong track record in airline 
turnarounds, but, absent outside assistance:

There is not enough time 

There is not enough capital

There is not enough leverage to generate the necessary level of alliance benefits
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Where We Are, and Where We Are Not

Air New Zealand needs to 
have a viable financing plan in place by the time it announces FY 2001 results on 
September 4th
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Why We Cannot Go Back - Unscrambling the Eggs

The airline world of 1998 simply does not exist anymore - the  market has made dramatic 
shifts that would now pose a substantial threat to a “go-it-alone” Air New Zealand.

l Granting control of Ansett to Singapore would relegate Air New Zealand’s role at 
best to that of a regional feeder in the STAR Alliance.  Control of Ansett is what gives 
Air New Zealand the leverage to be more than that.

l Global alliances -- especially oneworld and STAR -- were developed to exploit 
regional feeders and crush non-alliance members, and are highly effective at 
diverting traffic away from them, especially higher yield traffic.  

l A “go-it-alone” ANZ could be caught in the crossfire between oneworld and STAR 
and would lose a significant level of high yield traffic over a protracted time.

l Air New Zealand would be left with no ability to improve yields, spread costs over 
increasing revenues, engage in cost-reducing joint purchases, or access new capital 
for fleet improvement.  
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Why Unscrambling the Eggs Would Not Provide What is Necessary

In a market sense, Air New Zealand would face progressive competitive strangulation 
due to market isolation.

Today’s aviation market requires leveraged access to a global alliance network as well as 
access to reasonably-costed capital.

Unscrambling the eggs would provide neither.
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Why Contraction to a Regional Feeder is Bad for New Zealand

Viability and sustainability in the international aviation market is fully dependent on the 
ability of an airline to:

l lower unit costs by spreading costs over a growing revenue base
l gather traffic to and from points beyond those actually served

When an airline is forced into regional feeder role, larger alliance members and members 
of competitive alliances employ traffic diversion devices -- some subtle, others quite bold 
-- to steal traffic away from the regional feeder, including:

loyalty programs

distribution systems

leading edge data-mining techniques

scheduling coordination, and 

fare and schedule predation

The regional feeder airline finds it uneconomic to compete with this arsenal of 
competitive weapons, and slowly shrinks from most long-haul and medium haul routes 
beyond a small regional system.
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What We Can Do - Air New Zealand’s Two Key Strategic Assets

Under any of the strategic options available to Air New Zealand, it will be critically 
important that the airline leverage its two remaining strategic assets:

Ownership/control of Ansett: Even with its current financial difficulties Ansett has the potential to 
once again become a formidable competitor in the Australian market; and with the proper management 
oversight it can generate significant network economies and profitable traffic feed to Air New Zealand

Any long-term profit plan has to include an Australian market presence due to its size, higher growth 
rate, and strength of competition for tourism dollars. This point is made even more critical because of 
the high percentage of dual destination tourists in the Oceania market. Therefore, if Air New Zealand 
were to divest itself of Ansett, it would have to replace it with a like, or better, alternative.

Management team experience in airline turnaround in the region Air New Zealand’s other key 
strategic asset is its seasoned senior management team, who have successfully designed and 
implemented turn-around plans at Australian and Qantas.  The combination of Gary Toomey and Adam 
Maroney (CFO) has a strong turnaround track record at Qantas, especially in financial controls and 
programs to reduce the effect of externalities on an airline’s financial results (hedging, etc.)  George 
Frazis (Strategy) has a number of turnaround assignments under his belt as a consultant, Mike Swiatek
(Network Strategy) who led this area in Continental’s turnaround, and Trevor Jensen (Operations) has 
strong experience in aligning operations with strategic objectives.
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Why Air New Zealand is Good for New Zealand

Tourism: Tourism accounts for nearly 10% of New Zealand’s economy and represents 
52% of all arrivals into New Zealand. Carrier identity plays a major role in travelers’ 
destination selection and where tourists spend their money.   

l Indirect flights with multiple stops or lay-overs to the ultimate destination create the 
opportunity for tourists to spend their money elsewhere other than New Zealand.  
With up to 33% of New Zealand-bound tourists making dual destination trips via 
Australia, the potential to increase tourists’ spending in New Zealand is substantial
– Cathay Pacific has been very successful in helping the Hong Kong government empty the 

pockets of PRC-bound tourists in Hong Kong.
– Singapore Airlines’ stopover program has done the same for the Government

l Carrier identity is especially important in leisure markets, like New Zealand, where a 
large segment of tourists travel under structured packages.  Subtle characteristics of 
package deals can divert a significant portion of tourism dollars from one market to 
another. 
– Qantas package tours slant tourist days  toward Australia at the expense of New Zealand 

destinations

It’s a zero sum game - a dollar spent elsewhere is a dollar not spent in New Zealand
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More Reasons 

Corporate decisions to locate manufacturing and services operations globally weigh the 
availability of direct air service links heavily.  

l Successful regional economic development programs hinge on the transparency of 
transportation arrangements, both passenger and freight.

l Trend is accelerated by increasing reliance on global sourcing, total logistics and 
affordable information and communication system capability.

l New Zealand’s geography is a hurdle to economic development -- loss of direct 
flights will make development that much more difficult.
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What We Can Do - Air New Zealand’s Strategic Options
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There Is No Riskless Option

Doing nothing, or doing something, both introduce risk into the situation.  There is no 
safety valve -- the New Zealand Government must take a risk with regard to any decision 
on Air New Zealand’s future.

The trick is to balance risk with benefit to the airline and the New Zealand economy.
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Air New Zealand with Minority Ownership of Ansett Does a Lot for 
Singapore and Australia and Almost Nothing For New Zealand

Under                               Plan B (80%-20% ownership split on Ansett, 35% ownership of 
Air New Zealand), Singapore has little reason to flow benefits to Air New Zealand, and will 
focus on Ansett.

Because Ansett provides Singapore Airlines with the highest level of profit potential and 
return on investment of the two,  

l Ansett also offers a better target for Singapore’s aircraft leasing arm and services 
operations

Tourism flows would favor Australia through the STAR Alliance at the expense of New 
Zealand.  

Singapore Airlines would likely generate capital calls that Air New Zealand would be 
unable to make, giving way to further dilution of Air New Zealand’s 20% stake over time.
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A Qantas - Air New Zealand Alliance Would Likely Reduce Air New 
Zealand to Static Regional Feeder

The best case scenario for an Ansett-free Air New Zealand would encompass Qantas’ 
proposal to take Singapore Airline’s cornerstone shareholding in Air New Zealand.  But:

l Air New Zealand would switch from STAR to oneworld eventually becoming a feeder 
carrier at the end of a long spoke

l Qantas is the regional representative of oneworld and would seek to prevent Air New 
Zealand from diluting its share of valuable, high-yield international traffic

l Qantas would likely boot Air New Zealand from existing, highly profitable routes like 
Los Angeles - Sydney

l Singapore would likely redeploy Ansett into the Trans-Tasman and domestic New 
Zealand market, further eroding Air New Zealand’s yields

l Singapore also would likely acquire Virgin Blue and extend its use as a competitive 
weapon against Air New Zealand

Air New Zealand would have to be satisfied with the scraps from Qantas’ table.
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A Properly Structured Singapore Airlines - Air New Zealand - Ansett
Combination Can Be a Very Viable Solution for Air New Zealand

Singapore Airline’s plan would raise NZ$650 million in new funds for Air New Zealand:

l NZ$470 million by increasing Singapore’s current shareholding from 25% to 49%
l NZ$180 million in a subsequent rights offering

Singapore is committing to enter into a commercial agreement with Air New Zealand, including route 
and market development, and capacity planning and schedule coordination.

Benefits of the Singapore Plan A offering:

l

l funding to effectuate Ansett’s turnaround
l

l

Singapore’s proposed commercial agreement would also be a strong step towards truly integrating Air 
New Zealand into STAR’s global network.
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A Properly Structured Singapore Airlines - Air New Zealand - Ansett
Combination Is Viable, But Not Without Risk

Risk factors related to the Singapore Airlines proposal would need to be carefully 
managed:

l The acquisition of Virgin Blue is a key element of the Singapore proposal.  If Virgin 
Blue cannot be purchased, Ansett would require drastic restructuring, including 
elimination of routes, fleet reduction and closing of stations.

l Even with Virgin Blue’s acquisition, Ansett turnaround is critical, as Singapore 
capital infusion only provides a temporary stop-gap measure to provide 
management the opportunity to implement its long-term profit plan.
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Which Option is Best For the New Zealand Economy -- Lambs 
Laying with Wolves

Clearly, a properly re-capitalized Air New Zealand with a leveraged position in a global 
alliance and the tools and management focus to execute a synergistic integration with
Ansett and with its alliance partners will generate the greatest benefit to the New Zealand 
economy.  Of all of the options available, an investment in Air New Zealand from 
Singapore has the greatest potential to meet these conditions.

However, Singapore Airlines is not a benevolent donor, and naturally will seek to 
exercise control over the situation while looking to extract the maximum short and long 
term profits from the Air New Zealand/Ansett network.  Singapore’s long-term objective 
may be quite different from that of the Government of New Zealand.

Accordingly, the New Zealand Government may consider the need to seek terms and 
conditions associated with Singapore Airlines’ investment in Air New Zealand that ensure 
that the airline will meet its growth commitments and avoid the sort of competitive 
behavior that would marginalise Air New Zealand and rob the New Zealand economy of 
important benefits.
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Is There Time?

Air New Zealand has stated that its financing arrangements must be in place by 
September 4, 2001                                               following announcement 
of FY 2001 financial results.  The development a decision by the Government and 
execution of an implementation plan -- including the possible inclusion of a Public 
Interest Package -- would need to begin immediately in order to allow for the 
development of an arrangement with enough detail to allay financial market concerns 
over Air New Zealand’s performance.

We believe that Singapore Airline’s interest in Ansett is sufficiently strong to provide 
incentive for the company to move cooperatively through the negotiation process with 
Air New Zealand and the Government of New Zealand.  We also believe that all of the 
possible elements of a Public Interest Package are referenced to some degree in 
Singapore’s offer letter to the New Zealand Government.

Yet, putting into place the right solution is not without difficulty -- striking a balance 
between the commercial realities of Air New Zealand’s position and ensuring that the 
arrangement is consistent with the public interest will be tricky.  Importantly, though, it is 
possible to strike that balance, and doing so is the best option for the New Zealand 
economy.
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Overview of Analytical Investigation

äPA’s analysis and review proceeded along the following lines

l Evaluation of the impact of airline network economics on Air New Zealand 
competitive position and future growth strategies

l Analysis of Air New Zealand’s current situation and Ansett’s contribution
l Analysis of Air New Zealand’s STAR Alliance relationship
l Assessment of regulatory implications
l Assessment of impact on national interests
l Evaluation of reasonable options
l Recommendations for implementation
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Network Economics and Air New Zealand Competitiveness - Why 
We Cannot Unscramble the Eggs
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Section Summary

äAnalysis of Air New Zealand’s current market position strongly suggests that it needs to 
continue its expansion strategy to generate future profitability

äAn expanding route network creates opportunities for both additional market penetration 
and generating cost savings through improved network economies

äThe small size of the New Zealand home market inhibits ANZ’z long-term growth, forcing 
the airline to seek international expansion opportunities

äThrough their extensive global networks, Air New Zealand’s international competitors 
are able to feed significant volumes of connecting passengers via their gateways onto 
their New Zealand flights

äWithout an effective expansion strategy, Air New Zealand would lose passengers and 
market share to its larger international rivals, and it would become a regional carrier with 
limited ability to serve the international traffic demand of the New Zealand tourism 
industry
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The Nature of Airline Network Economics Indicates That Unit Costs 
Are Expected to Decrease As Network Scale and Scope Expand

äThe principal driving force behind network related unit cost reductions is the airline’s 
ability to spread fixed costs over an expanding network at a greater rate than it incurs 
variable operating costs.  Network economics exploit economies of scale and scope, and 
when combined in hub-and-spoke operations create a powerful competitive advantage.  

l Economies of scale occur when the unit cost of serving additional passengers over 
an existing network decrease with increased traffic.  For example, an airline might 
decide to increase capacity on a given route by increasing aircraft size and, because 
larger aircraft have lower seat-mile costs than smaller aircraft, might find that 
increasing capacity by 25% will increase operating costs by only 20%.

l Economies of scope occur when the unit costs of service decrease as the number of 
markets served increase.  A carrier can typically reduce unit costs over the existing 
network by serving an additional city-pair market by adjusting flight schedules to 
allow for additional connecting opportunities, while keeping the overall number of 
flights constant.  Even in cases where new flights are added, it is typically cheaper to 
do so in a new city-pair where one or both end-points are already being served.  As a 
result of economies of scope, carriers are able to enter new markets and reduce their 
unit costs at the same time.

l Hub-and-spoke operations facilitate scale and scope effects to reinforce each other 
and drive a carrier’s cost-based and market-reach competitive position
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Air New Zealand’s Long-term Profitability Requires That It 
Continually Improve Its Network Economies

ANZ international competitors have larger networks capable of providing greater feed 
traffic to New Zealand than ANZ, as demonstrated  by the number of potential connecting 
flights via their gateways to New Zealand

Foreign Carriers Potential Connecting Feeder Flights to Their New Zealand Flights
(July 2001)

Carrier Connections via Number of Cities
Average Daily 

Departures
Average Daily 

Seats

United Los Angeles 35 52 5,401

Singapore Airlines Singapore 15 10 3,592

Cathay Pacific Hong Kong 6 6 1,933

China Airlines Taipei 7 7 1,723

EVA Taipei 6 3 1,132

Total Connecting Flights 80 13,780
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Air New Zealand’s Long-term Profitability Requires That It 
Continually Improve Its Network Economies -- continued

Air New Zealand has only a slight market leading position on its routes

AKL-EZE 0.0% Aerolineas Argentinas 50.0%
AKL-EZE 0.0% Quantas 50.0%

AKL-HNL 100.0% none 0.0%
AKL-ICN 0.0% Korean Air 100.0%
AKL-KIX 100.0% none 0.0%
AKL-KUL 0.0% MAS 100.0%

AKL-LHR 100.0% none 0.0%
AKL-NGO 100.0% none 0.0%
AKL-NRT 100.0% none 0.0%

CHC-KIX 100.0% none 0.0%
CHC-NGO 100.0% none 0.0%

Air New Zealand Overall Share On Its Routes
Other Carrier Shares
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Efficient Network Operations Result in Lower Unit Costs As Stage
Length Increases

Air New Zealand has competitive unit costs relative to U.S. carriers’ Pacific operations
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The New Zealand Market Provides Only Limited Expansion 
Opportunities for Air New Zealand

Successful organic growth strategies require large home markets. The New Zealand 
international market has averaged 5.1 million passengers and  5.5% annual growth since 
1995.

New Zealand International Passenger Market Trend -- Arrivals and Departures

Foreign Residents NZ Residents Total Growth Rate

1995 2,673,396 1,760,860 4,434,256 n/a
1996 2,879,765 2,088,318 4,968,083 12.0%
1997 2,859,093 2,175,262 5,034,355 1.3%
1998 2,812,652 2,212,494 5,025,146 -0.2%
1999 3,047,683 2,204,174 5,251,857 4.5%
2000 3,408,149 2,382,026 5,790,175 10.3%

1995 - 2000 Growth Rates
Total 27.5% 35.3% 30.6%
Average Annual 5.0% 6.2% 5.5%
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Foreign Visitors Make Up the Majority of International Passenger
Volumes, Indicating the Need for Air New Zealand to Expand Its 
Presence In International Markets

During the next six years -- to 2006 -- international visitor growth is projected to grow at a 
faster annual rate, 6.7%, than the average rate of growth for NZ resident overseas travel 
during the past five years.

Foreign Residents Account for    % of Total International Passengers
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The Combined New Zealand - Australian Market Provides 
Opportunities for More Efficient Network Economics

By combining its Trans-Tasman services with its Domestic operations, as well as with 
Ansett’s Domestic route network, Air New Zealand is able to increase its stage length by 
over    %, providing opportunities for increased operating efficiencies and unit cost 
reductions

Increase Over
Carrier and Service Stage Length ANZ Domestic

(km)
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SAS Provides a Relevant Case Study of a Successful Airline Trans-
National Ownership Structure

Denmark, Norway and Sweden established SAS to create a larger, consolidated market 
from which to obtain traffic to feed routes within, between, and to and from all three 
Scandinavian countries

Formed through a consortium of three parent companies that are owned 50-50 by private 
investors and their respective governments

As a single entity, SAS was able to develop a global traffic system around non-stop 
routes to and from the Scandinavian capitals. This network provides travel connections 
between continents, countries and cities, and enables SAS to better compete in the 
international market

The establishment of SAS enabled the operation of viable services where traffic volumes 
did not justify operations by individual carriers of the Scandinavian countries
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Scandinavia and New Zealand/Australia Share Important Market 
Characteristics

äThe geographic and market characteristics of Scandinavia and New Zealand/Australia 
are very similar

l Geographically distant from central markets
l Native markets are at the far end of spoke routes
l Small population and home markets
l Neighboring countries with relatively homogenous cultures and shared history
l Relatively high standard of living
l Constrained domestic capital markets
l Facing intense global competition
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A Single SAS Entity Provides Significant Cost Savings Relative to 
the Potential Cost of Operating Three Separate National Carriers

äAnalysis of SAS route structure and network scheduling suggests that a single entity is 
able to operate SAS international routes with 56 fewer jet aircraft than what three 
separate national carriers would require.  At current list prices this translates into a 
capital investment savings of over US$3.7 billion

Total Jet Aircraft Investment Savings

Number of A/C Total Savings
Aircraft Type Saved (mil USD)

M90 2 $102
M87 10 $448
M80 19 $850
D9S 3 $112
763 16 $1,936
738 0 $0
736 6 $269

Total 56 $3,716

Notes: Aircraft prices are at current list prices.
Out of production aircraft prices reflect comparable
current production model prices.
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The Degree of Integration Between Airline Partners Reflects 
Management’s Decision On the Trade-Off Between Synergistic 
Benefits and Loss of Autonomy

äAlliance membership can enhance carrier traffic and revenue performance as well as 
improve operating economies of scale with or without ownership stakes

l Equity ownership stake in an airline partner is not necessarily a prerequisite for 
successful market penetration
– commercial agreements to code-share, align schedules and connections and 

pursue joint pricing can provide tangible increases in passenger traffic, revenue 
and market expansion

– joint purchasing, shared airport facilities and outsourcing of back-office 
functions to partners generate cost savings

– commercial agreements without ownership work best with similarly sized 
carriers such as AA - BA

– ownership works best between a dominant carrier and a smaller carrier
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The Flow of Alliance Benefits is Driven by the Details of Terms and 
Conditions Associated with the Commercial Agreements

l Traffic flows, and the revenues and profits emanating from such flows, are directed 
by the nuances contained in commercial agreements between alliance members

l Small, seemingly unimportant elements in a commercial agreement can have an 
exaggerated effect on the final resting place for traffic flow benefits
– prorate provisions
– terms and conditions associated with loyalty program mileage exchange
– pricing of ancillary services from one alliance partner
– computer reservation system algorithms
– home country distribution
– scheduling coordination guarantees

l Negotiating leverage is key for smaller carriers when establishing the framework for 
the commercial alliance agreement
– Ability to contribute growing traffic to network determines leverage

Air New Zealand lacks leverage because of the size and rate of growth of the New 
Zealand market.  
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Air New Zealand’s Current Situation and  Ansett’s Contribution -
Where We Are and How We Got Here
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Section Summary

This condition may be accelerated if there is no financial 
plan in place by September 4, 2001, the date of FY2001 earnings announcements. 

While the acquisition of Ansett was a superior strategic move, lack of management 
attention to the integration has turned it into a tactical nightmare.  The failure to achieve 
more than NZ$    in integration benefits coupled with unsustainable, predatory pricing by 
Qantas and Virgin Blue in the Australian market has brought Air New Zealand here.

Selling Ansett is not the right solution - it has the clear potential to be a major traffic 
contributor to the group, a candidate for significant productivity improvements and 
reductions in unit costs, and, with minimal improvements in schedule coordination, a 
major feeder to Air New Zealand’s long-haul routes.

Yet, acquisition of Ansett has not delivered benefits to Air New Zealand.  There is minimal 
schedule coordination, little Ansett restructuring underway, sparse examples of joint 
purchasing, and delayed implementation of cost reduction plans. In short, previous 
management lost its focus, and the lack of management information has and will hamper 
efforts by the new management team.
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How We Got Here - One Side of the Ansett Acquisition Ledger

While acquisition of Ansett in 1999-2000 was an important -- albeit expensive -- strategic move for Air 
New Zealand, a lack of focused leadership at the company delayed the synergistic integration of the two 
airlines.  Accordingly:

ANZ has not realized the savings (NZ$188 million annually for 3 years) 
expected from rapid consolidation of administrative and operational activities

ANZ has not extracted the revenue improvements (up to NZ$200 million 
annually) expected from Ansett’s position in the Australian market

ANZ has not been effective in reaching through Ansett and pulling in STAR 
Alliance traffic (NZ$   million compared to an expected NZ$     million)

ANZ has lost valuable time in the race to re-fleet and rationalise its asset base.

And, while ANZ management has not provided for real measurement of any integration benefits, they 
estimate partial integration to generate NZ$50 million in passenger revenue benefits annually and a 
smaller amount of cost savings.  The real level of benefits, however, appears to be even lower.
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Air New Zealand Management’s Expectations of Cost Synergy 
Benefits from the Ansett Integration Have Not Been Met So Far

Air New Zealand management has identified 11 areas of cost efficiency improvements for 
the FY 2002 - FY 2004 period, averaging NZ$188 million per year.  However, management 
has not been able to demonstrate its claims of already attained operational and cost 
synergies between Ansett and Air New Zealand

Targeted Performance Initiatives by Air New Zealand
(Benefits in NZ$ million)

Net Benefits Net Benefits Net Benefits Net Benefits
Business Unit FY 2002 FY 2003 FY 2004 Total
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How We Got Here - the Other Side

The opportunity to capture -- in this case, fail to capture -- synergistic benefits from the 
integration of ANZ and Ansett has itself been an expensive process, including:

Interest payments to service NZ$750 million of acquisition-related debt.

Higher operating costs because of delayed ANZ fleet replacement

In addition, ANZ has faced significant adverse external pressures over the last twelve 
months that has had a disproportionate effect on the airline’s financial and competitive 
condition, including:

Significantly higher fuel prices, nearly 20% higher at peak

Unsustainable destructive competition from first, Impulse and second, 
Virgin Blue, depressing Ansett yields more than 15%

Unfavorable exchange rate fluctuations
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ANZ is Caught in a Squeeze Play

ANZ’s new management team is in place with a strong track record in airline 
turnarounds, but, absent outside assistance:

There is not enough time 

There is not enough capital

There is not enough leverage to generate the necessary level of alliance benefits
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Where We Are, and Where We Are Not - Air New Zealand’s Financial 
Condition Continues to Deteriorate

Surplus/(Deficit) After
Accounting Policy Change (455,708)     371,212      174,354      115,168      282,579      

Cash Flow from Operations 140,000      555,548      890,284      619,634      679,552      766,451      

ANZ Results in NZ$000 FY 2001 FY 2000 FY 1999 FY 1998 FY 1997 FY 1996

Operating Revenues 3,723,687    3,359,012    3,088,801    2,930,737    2,999,556    

Operating Expenses 3,487,918    3,158,431    2,918,392    2,744,102    2,741,939    

EBIT 235,769      200,581      170,409      186,635      257,617      

Operating Income After Interest 163,599      150,333      129,707      172,143      253,892      

Air New Zealand’s recovery after the 1997-1998 Asian financial crisis was short-lived
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Where We Are, and Where We Are Not

Air New Zealand expects to close FY2001 with a cash balance of NZ$830 million, driven 
by assets sales of NZ$600 million and Group cash flow from operations of NZ$140 million

By September 2001 Air New Zealand faces a debt maturity of NZ$  million and total debt 
payments of NZ$     million for all of FY 2002.  Although the Company projects FY 2002 
cash flow of NZ$100 million, the timing of the receipts relative to the debt payments could 
force the Company to renegotiate or default on some of its obligations

Air New Zealand could delay a cash crisis by additional asset sales of NZ$      million in 
FY 2002 and possible monetisation of spare engines, terminals and inventories for a total 
estimated value of NZ$     million, 

Air New Zealand needs to have 
a viable financing plan in place by the time it announces FY 2001 results on September 
4th
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Air New Zealand’s Two Key Strategic Assets

Under any of the strategic options available to Air New Zealand, it will be critically 
important that the airline leverage its two remaining strategic assets:

Ownership/control of Ansett: Even with its current financial difficulties Ansett has the potential to 
once again become a formidable competitor in the Australian market; and with the proper management 
oversight it can generate significant network economies and profitable traffic feed to Air New Zealand

Any long-term profit plan has to include an Australian market presence due to its size, higher growth 
rate, and strength of competition for tourism dollars. This point is made even more critical because of 
the high percentage of dual destination tourists in the Oceania market. Therefore, if Air New Zealand 
were to divest itself of Ansett, it would have to replace it with a like, or better, alternative.

Management team experience in airline turnaround in the region Air New Zealand’s other key 
strategic asset is its seasoned senior management team, who have successfully designed and 
implemented turn-around plans at Australian and Qantas.  The combination of Gary Toomey and Adam 
Maroney (CFO) has a strong turnaround track record at Qantas, especially in financial controls and 
programs to reduce the effect of externalities on an airline’s financial results (hedging, etc.)  George 
Frazis (Strategy) has a number of turnaround assignments under his belt as a consultant, Mike Swiatek
(Network Strategy) who led this area in Continental’s turnaround, and Trevor Jensen (Operations) has 
strong experience in aligning operations with strategic objectives.
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Ansett Makes Significant Traffic Contributions to the Group by 
Providing Access to the Australian Market

Although Ansett provides less than 45% of the group’s capacity, it contributes over 64% 
of its passengers. Ansett also achieves significantly higher load factors than Air New 
Zealand

Asett Provides Access to the Australian Market
(Fiscal Year 2000)

Passengers Revenue Passenger Available Seat Passenger
Carried Kilometers Kilometers Load Factor

(000) (000) (000)

Air New Zealand Total 7,814                 20,978                      30,104                      69.7%

Ansett Domestic 13,350               13,883                      18,791                      73.9%

Ansett International 692                    3,929                        5,498                        71.5%

Group Total 21,856               38,790                      54,393                      71.3%

Ansett Share of Group Total 64.2% 45.9% 44.7%
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Ansett Needs to Improve Its Employee Productivity and Unit 
Revenues

Air New Zealand is more efficient in terms of employee productivity.  However, adjusted 
for the stage length differential between the two carriers, Ansett’s unit costs are 29% 
lower than expected.  Its unit revenues also fall short by 29%, however.

Comparison of Air New Zealand and Ansett Productivity Indicators
(Fiscal Year 2000) Ansett Actual

Better/Worse
Unit of Measure Air New Zealand Ansett than Adjusted
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Intensifying Competition In The Australian Market Is Damaging 
Ansett’s Market Position and Financial Results

Ansett is buffeted by low fare competition from Virgin Blue and by volume competition 
from Qantas

Aggressive Qantas competition has driven Ansett’s RPK (revenue passenger kilometer) 
market share in Australia from a high of about 51% at the end of 1994 to about 43% in 
mid-2000

Since then Virgin Blue’s aggressive low fare strategy has further damaged Ansett’s 
market position
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Ansett Is Not Delivering The Expected Results In Its Markets

Air New Zealand generated losses in the Trans-Tasman and Atlantic markets, while 
achieving profits in the domestic and regional markets as well as in the Asian and Pacific 
markets

At the same time, Ansett is losing money in the domestic Australian market

In sum, in the two markets where Ansett was supposed to support Air New Zealand’s 
performance, the Trans-Tasman and Australian markets, the Group has lost money.  By 
the same token, markets where Air New Zealand is profitable receive little, if any 
contributions from Ansett.
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There Is Only Minimal Schedule Coordination Between Air New 
Zealand and Ansett, Foregoing Potential Market Opportunities

äAnalysis of schedules indicates that the only published connections between Air New 
Zealand and Ansett is from Christchurch to Cairns

äAs a corollary, of all the Australian points served by Ansett, only Cairns has published 
connections to any Air New Zealand flights

äLikewise, international connections between Air New Zealand and Ansett are minimal

l from Christchurch to Hong Kong via Sydney
l from Auckland to Bali via Sydney and Melbourne
l both of these flights are listed under Ansett code not Air New Zealand

äThe lack of published schedules between Ansett and Air New Zealand constrains market 
penetration and the maximization of revenues
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Divestiture of Ansett Would Provide Short Term Benefits to Air New 
Zealand

Balance sheet improvement

cash flow position

credit rating improvement

improved gearing
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Divestiture of Ansett Would Significantly Impact ANZ Performance

ANZ’s need to participate in the AU market requires that it either maintain Ansett
relationship, or replace it with other AU market competitor

l provide quick analysis of Ansett’s problems
l was Ansett a good market choice badly executed?
l assess required resources to fix Ansett and likelihood of success
l is fixing Ansett beyond ANZ resources?

Short term gain of removing Ansett negative contribution would be offset by long-term 
loss of traffic, revenue and unit cost benefits from network effects

l contrast elimination of financial drain with loss of network economies

Not replacing Ansett network with viable alternative would require ANZ to implement 
restructuring plan to maintain network economies

l estimate potential magnitude of required downsizing to reduce overhead and 
maintain same unit costs as with Ansett network
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Air New Zealand Management’s Ability to Turnaround the Group 
Has Been Hampered By The Lack of Reliable Management 
Information

While the new management team brings impressive credentials to the task of turning 
around Air New Zealand, it’s work will be hampered by a lack of the data necessary to 
conduct planning and make strategic and tactical decisions.  Reliable Management 
Information Systems (MIS), such as revenue accounting, have only recently been 
implemented at Air New Zealand. Ansett is even further behind implementation.

It is not known to what extent ANZ management truly recognizes the depth of crisis at
Ansett, due to lack of reliable and accurate MIS.  As a result, ANZ management does not 
know with certainty Ansett’s true contribution to Air New Zealand performance.  For 
example, management estimates that Ansett contributes approximately NZ$50 million per 
year in passenger revenues to Air New Zealand, but has no tangible evidence to 
demonstrate it.
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Air New Zealand’s STAR Alliance Relationship - Where We Are
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Section Summary

Analysis of other alliance relationships within STAR, oneworld, SkyTeam and Wings 
indicate that Air New Zealand should be realizing revenue enhancement benefits equal to     
% of total international revenues.  We estimate that Air New Zealand is realizing alliance  
benefits of less than    %.

On one important route where Air New Zealand and United Airlines work together, Air 
New Zealand is receiving    % less in alliance benefits than those generated by Qantas 
and American Airlines, even though Qantas/American do not have antitrust immunity to 
coordinate schedules or prices.

And, there is little interaction between Air New Zealand and the non-United STAR 
partners.  Even United codeshares with Qantas on several key Transpacific routes.
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Size and Allocation of Alliance Benefits Depends on Nature of 
Alliance and Leverage of Individual Partners

Full Integration
(Wings)  

Antitrust Immunity
(STAR)  

First Stage
(oneworld)  

High Leverage
Partner

Northwest
(>20%)

Lufthansa
(20%)

British  Airways
(12%)

Moderate Leverage
Partner

MAS
(20%)

Air Canada
(15%)

Qantas
(10%)

Low Leverage
Partner

None
(10%)

Varig
(10%)

Aerolinas Argentinas
(7%)

Percentages shown represent the expected portion of total international revenues 
attributed to alliance activity
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Air New Zealand’s Lack of Leverage Within the STAR Alliance Is 
Reflected in the Relative Deficiency of Transfer Passengers It 
Receives from United

Qantas receives more than       the connecting passengers from American at HNL and 
LAX that Air New Zealand receives at the same connecting points from United.  In 
addition, the QF-AA passengers generate over    % greater average fares than the NZ-UA 
passengers

Air New Zealand Receives    % Fewer Passengers from United as Qantas Does from American
(Calendar Year 2000)

NZ - UA vs.
Total Passengers Average Fare Total Seats Pax per Seat QF - AA
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Air New Zealand Is Not Fully Exploiting Connecting and Code-
Sharing Opportunities with Its Star Alliance Partners

äLufthansa, Air New Zealand and Ansett have minimal market interactions

l The only listed German destination from New Zealand is Frankfurt, while from 
Australia they are  Berlin and Frankfurt

l Code-share flights between Lufthansa and Air New Zealand and Ansett are minimal 
and there are no published connections

l ANZ and AN codes do not appear on beyond-Frankfurt Lufthansa connecting flights

äAir Canada codeshares with ANZ on a limited number of flights from Toronto and 
Vancouver to Australia and New Zealand

l Air Canada and Air New Zealand codes appear on each others’ flights, but ANZ and 
AN codes do not appear on beyond Canadian gateway AC connections

There are no published code-shares or connections between SAS and ANZ and AN

Although United codeshares with Air New Zealand on 25 international destinations (20 in 
the U.S.) from Auckland via Los Angeles on Air New Zealand aircraft, only one 
destination is listed with the ANZ code; all the others carry the UA code.  Although ANZ 
benefits from prorated passenger revenues, its market exposure is severely curtailed, 
limiting potential additional traffic generation.  Furthermore, on certain New Zealand 
markets, such as Christchurch - Chicago, United codeshares with Qantas, not NZ
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Air New Zealand Needs an Intra-Alliance Champion In Order To 
Secure a More Favorable Alliance Position

New Zealand’s geography and market size prevents Air New Zealand from securing a 
strong alliance position on its own -- the economic incentives are simply not present to 
provide for the necessary leverage.

Yet, if Air New Zealand were “married” to a existing significant player in a global alliance, 
the combination would act as alliance proxy for Air New  Zealand, thereby improving Air 
New Zealand’s alliance position with respect to other alliance members.

In such a case, the champion airline would use its considerable leverage with other 
alliance members to secure more favorable terms and conditions in Air New Zealand’s 
commercial relationships, perhaps at levels equal to the champion’s own alliance terms 
and conditions.

As a result, alliance benefits derived from traffic diversion and cost savings would shift 
to the benefit of Air New Zealand.
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Assessment of Regulatory Implications

[under rewrite - see separate report]
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Section Summary

[under rewrite - see separate report]
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Assessment of Impact on National Interests

[under rewrite]
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Section Summary

[under rewrite]
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Evaluating Reasonable Options

[under rewrite]
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Section Summary

Of the five general options, two are simply infeasible.

Of the three remaining, two -- Air New Zealand with minority ownership in Ansett and 
Qantas-Air New Zealand alliance without Ansett -- are unsustainable because they do not 
deliver a stronger position in an alliance for Air New Zealand and simply relegate Air New 
Zealand into a role as a regional feeder.

The only economically viable option is a properly structured Singapore Airlines - Air New 
Zealand - Ansett combination where Air New Zealand retains ownership of Ansett and 
uses that ownership position to secure important leverage benefits from and through 
Singapore.

Some of the expected benefits from a Singapore investment may be offset if Air New 
Zealand cannot acquire Virgin Blue.  In addition, significant restructuring will be be 
necessary for Ansett in any case.
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Recommendations for Implementation
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Section Summary

Singapore Airlines is not a benevolent donor.  Its agenda is different from that of the 
government.  Accordingly, the government should consider seeking terms and 
conditions associated with the investment that ensure that the airline meet its growth 
commitments and avoid the sort of competitive behavior that would be bad for Air New 
Zealand and the New Zealand economy.

These terms and conditions could be in the form of a public interest package that contain 
both Singapore Airlines - Government of New Zealand provisions as well as performance 
standards for several key aspects of any commercial agreement between Singapore 
Airlines and Air New Zealand.  They could be enforced through phasing strategies, rights 
conversions or other mechanisms.

Singapore’s strong interest in Ansett is likely to ensure that such a public interest 
negotiation will be successful as long as the Government takes a reasonable and 
pragmatic approach to the discussions.
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Public Interest Package - Overview

It is important that a Singapore Airline’s transaction deliver its stated benefits to both Air 
New Zealand and to the New Zealand economy.  The Government may want to consider a 
range of measures to ensure this by entering into public interest negotiations with both 
Singapore Airlines and Air New Zealand to provide for enforceable provisions designed 
to protect the public interest.

The following pages represent a set of proposed package provisions, in order of 
importance, that could be included in a Public Interest Package. Parts of this package 
could be linked to the phased conversion of stock rights, others to financial guarantees, 
still others simply through the legal enforcement of the Singapore-Air New Zealand 
commercial contract.  Some could expire within set time frames, other could continue 
indefinitely.

In any case, such a package should also contain provisions that make it difficult for Air 
New Zealand or Singapore to return to the Government for additional concessions.
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Public Interest Package - Air New Zealand STAR Alliance 
Repositioning

Purpose: to ensure that Singapore Airlines delivers on its commitment to reposition Air 
New Zealand within the STAR Alliance.

Conceptual Proposal: Singapore’s performance would be measured using a network 
traffic flow model that would develop two measurement systems.  It would measure Air 
New Zealand’s current inter-change of passengers with the appropriate STAR members, 
and it would gauge Air New Zealand’s “fair share level” of traffic flow under clearly 
defined scenarios which would incorporate relevant market and industry factors such as: 
capacity levels, the natural flow pattern of international passenger traffic in ANZ’s
markets, overall market growth rates, and various other relevant economic and airline 
industry factors applicable to ANZ’s markets.  Singapore’s performance would be 
monitored and reviewed by a third party model expert.  Performance could be guaranteed 
through stock conversion incentives.

Benefits: Air New Zealand and the New Zealand economy would benefit from the full 
integration of the airline into the STAR Alliance. 
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Public Interest Package - Most Favoured Nation Provisions

Purpose:  To protect against the recapture of investment outlays by Singapore through 
premium pricing of aircraft leases, ancillary services and financing charges.

Conceptual Proposal:  Singapore would agree, contractually, to provide Air New Zealand 
Group with pricing and terms and conditions equivalent or better than pricing, terms and 
conditions provided to Singapore’s best airline customers.  This commercial provision 
would be enforceable under New Zealand law by Air New Zealand or Air New Zealand 
shareholders.  In addition, the provision would refer to prevailing market rates, terms and 
conditions in the absence of a benchmark from existing Singapore customers.

Benefit:  Air New Zealand would be protected against diversion of working capital and 
profits to Singapore through these services contracts, allowing for appropriate internal 
funding of quality and service programs to the benefit of the traveling public.
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Public Interest Package - New Zealand Air Service Quality

Purpose: to protect against conversion of existing direct flights into and out of New 
Zealand into indirect ones over Australia or Singapore, and to ensure Singapore’s 
commitment to improving the quality of New Zealand’s air services.

Conceptual Proposal: Using a Quality of Service Index model designed and employed by 
a neutral third party, New Zealand would establish current service quality benchmarks 
and monitor future service patterns for flights offered by the SIA-ANZ-AN grouping 
to/from New Zealand.  The overall index would incorporate a number of widely accepted 
indicators, such as: number of seats offered, elapsed time of flights to/from New Zealand, 
the number of stops to/from New Zealand, flight connectivity to destinations without 
direct services, and other relevant indicators of service quality.  The QSI model could be 
applied to any level of aggregation from individual flights to the overall New Zealand 
international scheduled air service pattern.  Enforcement could be accomplished through 
the use of stock right conversion incentives.

Benefits: This provision would protect against degradation of the quality of air services 
to New Zealand and give incentive to improve that quality to the benefits that flow to New 
Zealand travelers.
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Public Interest Package - Fleet Replacement and Growth 
Commitments

Purpose:  To ensure that fleet replacement commitments are met and that Air New 
Zealand fleet replacement is not compromised in favor of Ansett fleet replacement.  In 
addition, provisions would ensure that market demand growth met with new capacity. 

Conceptual Proposal:  Singapore would commit to a fleet replacement schedule for Air 
New Zealand that would be carried out without regard to market conditions except in the 
case of a force majure condition.  As for fleet growth, Singapore would commit to 
support capacity increases tied to an algorithm based on load factor and overall market 
growth.  This algorithm could be deflated with the introduction of state of the art 
technology innovations in yield management, revenue accounting and other best-
practices technologies -- including training -- that allow for the more efficient use of 
existing capacity.  All fleet order would be handled as part of Singapore’s own fleet 
additions negotiations.  Performance could be guaranteed by surety bond or other 
financial guarantee instrument.  Monitoring would be done by third party.

Benefits:  Air New Zealand would experience lower operating costs and higher service 
quality through the replacement of older aircraft.  New Zealand passengers would enjoy 
access to sufficient capacity in the markets as well as access to additional markets and 
service quality improvements.  Air New Zealand would be protected against the diversion 
of necessary fleet investment to Ansett, and gain access to important competition tools.
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Public Interest Package - Tourism Promotion

Purpose:  To ensure that tourism benefits from network integration, service quality 
improvements, and fleet additions accrue to the benefit of New Zealand, and that tourism 
expenditures are not siphoned off to Australia through a focus on Ansett rather than Air 
New Zealand.

Conceptual Proposal:  Singapore will commit annual funding, to be pooled with existing 
levels of Air New Zealand funding, to a tourism promotion program reviewed by the New 
Zealand Tourism Board, and, where appropriate, jointly carried out with the Board.  This 
commitment could be enforced using various financial guarantee devices.

Benefits:  New Zealand would be protected against the diversion of tourism expenditures 
to Australia and Singapore while enjoying the benefits of a focused, coordinated, and 
well-funded tourism promotion program.
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Public Interest Package - Commercial Provisions

Purpose:  To ensure that Singapore Airlines’ delivers on the  menu of commercial 
commitments it has made regarding the Air New Zealand investment.

Conceptual Proposal:  Require the inclusion of contract provisions in the Singapore-Anr 
New Zealand agreement regarding commitments to coordinate routes, capacity planning, 
scheduleing and market development activities as well as the development of combined 
networks, provision of improvements in yield management, in-flight services, airport 
facilities, fleet planning and acquisition and product development.  There would be 
provisions for technology transfer, retention of existing facilities, agreement to carry out 
the existing Air New Zealand plan to shift certain Ansett activities to New Zealand, and 
other provisions as appropriate.

Benefits:  This provision ensures that Air New Zealand will be brought to world class 
status and operate from a platform that will provide New Zealand travelers with the 
resulting benefits.


